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Rory Fraser

My reference : 20019856
Dear sir madam ,
As a registered interested party below I feel are some points to consider in delay to
response to RAIL CENTRALS delay of planning Inspectorate assessment until November,

Overall assessment of impact 

SF RI proposed for land adjacent to Rail Central is currently undergoing examination , if
Ashfield lands application is to delay is granted , a clear assessment of the complete effects
of the Northampton gateway and Rail Central proposals will not be proportionate . The
Northampton gateway examination would then inevitably become inadequate in the nature
of its assessment.

Thus far , rails centrals public communication and consultations has been poor

Rail Central have not been forthcoming with their consultations documents and plans .
Plans that have been produced, despite lengthy delay , have demonstrated major
differences to initial draft proposals on which local consultation was based.

Its imperative Rail Central consult again with local stakeholders if they are to make any
changes to their existing application . These must include NCC,SNC, NBC , network rail ,
Surrounding PC’s Stop Rail Central and local communities.

Hurried , unsystematic approach to application.

Rail Central’s environmental statement contains an exhaustive 508 separate documents
assembled in an disjointed order presented on the P I NS website. With such crucial
information at the heart of their public consulting interest, it would appear RC have
seriously neglected their duty to provide a clear concise documentation to enable effective
public examination.

RC openly except flaws in traffic planning which are crucial to the support of the
whole application.

Rail Central request for delay is a result of their acceptance that the original studies for
highway and traffic will not deliver the required results .
Here , we see, yet another Fundamental point crucial to the delivery RC’s plans ,
apparently disregarded.
Surely, without thorough investigation into traffic plans key concerns over safety and info
structure cannot be addressed . Not only this , the greatly overlooked Environmental
Impact Assessment, will be dramatically increased .
Rather than granting a delay in the examination, PINS should consider requiring Rail
Central to start their application process again from the beginning. Only then can clear



assessment be obtained rather than a perpetual modification of plans by RC hurriedly put
together to suit the standards off planning inspectorate with permanent impact for all
parties concerned.

Yours truly
Rory Fraser




